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“My name is Clifford Styles. I am verger at St. Michael’s.
Verger is not ordained or a minister of any sort but I usually
tend to prepare things before the services like weddings and
funerals and tidy up afterwards.”
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The Spiral
Staircase to the
Tower
“It would be like in a castle
going up clockwise….that
would go up to the ringing
chamber and above that to
the bells themselves and
then above that to the roof.
The reason for this spiral
route was it appeared
originally in castles so you
could defend with your right
hand.
Further up occasionally you
get a stair that is a different
height and that was if
anybody was attacking you
could make them lose their
footing.”
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The Tower Room
“If you look up here we
have six holes, six spaces
in the roof for the ropes to
go down because originally
we had six bells to ring. It
wasn’t until the early
eighteen hundreds another
couple of bells were put in
and the tower was
strengthened to take the
weight.”
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“Wherever you get a spring you get a shrine and the monks
in Minster decided it had better be a Christian shrine so
they came round doing church services here and from
there it ..ended up being a small church.”
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Hasted’s Publication
“Hasted did a lot of historical work, History and Topographical
survey. This was 1790. He used to go around the churches
and find the little details about them and he’s got in here for
the Sittingbourne church: ’The church, which is dedicated to
St. Michael, is a large, handsome building, of three aisles and
two chancels, and two cross ones; at the West end is a tower
beacon steeple, in which is a clock, a set of chimes, and six
bells. On the stone font which is an octagon are the arms of
the archbishop Arundel, a shield having on it a cross flory and
another with the emblems of Christ’s crucifixion on it.’”
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The Font
“Some of the Tonge people
have been buried or their
stones are down there and
that (the font) is on top of
one of those but nobody’s
ever been able to move the
thing to see what’s going on
underneath it – or would this
have been the main door? It
doesn’t say anything about
when the font was moved,
just the fact it was there.”
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The Ringing Chamber
“In the ringing
chamber (there is) a
rather interesting
frame …for dealing
with the clock makes a platform,
the legs come out,
the other bit comes
down….does mean
plenty of room to
move up there and
…photographers at
weddings they can
go up there to get a
shot.”
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St. Michael’s Window
“We actually have a stained
glass of St. Michael which
most people forget because
it’s hidden away. This part of
the church was given to the
nuns of St. Mary’s at
Clerkenwell by King Henry.
One of them joined the church
of Clerkenwell and the nuns
serving there should possess
the church of Sittingbourne,
free and perpetual alms. They
could get the rent and the
tithes and everything else and
some woodlands, meadows
and pastures that was
probably covering the parish.”
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The French Admiral
“He looked like a count.
Did he come off one of
the hulks? Was he a
prisoner of war?
Apparently he was in the
French Navy, he fought
against England – the
British – in Canada and
he just happened to be
passing through
Sittingbourne where he
died.
His descendants…said
actually he died here just
passing through and was
buried here.”
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The Organ
“I think it was meant to go to a
castle in Scotland. It had been
ordered in London and the
man went on a grand tour of
Europe and died out there
unfortunately. His family
weren’t interested so it was
advertised in the paper and
the vicar and a few members
of the congregation decided to
club together and buy it. It is
supposed to be one of the best
ones in North Kent and it’s one
of those you can feel with your
feet as well as your ears when
it really gets going.”
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The Main Door

“It sounds as if you are locking up the Tower of London when
you are closing the door and it bangs and bumps and
clangs. And the key is a vast great thing.”
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Graffiti
“There’s quite a lot of it
in the church where
people had scratched
their names or initials
and in those days it
wasn’t vandalism. It was
more that if you had your
name in the church they
reckoned you were then
incorporated
automatically with the
prayers and things said
in church.”
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More Graffiti
“There’s a note on the
cross of St. Catherine,
the diagonal cross like a
wheel and …loops
underneath it and we
reckon it was a party of
seven going down to
Canterbury under the
protection of St.
Catherine but you can’t
tell, it’s just semi
guesswork.”
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The Mission School
“The first free school in
Sittingbourne was in the
South Transept and
there was a door from
the outside. You can still
see the stone from
where the door used to
be and so the children
would go in and out of
there without disturbing
the main part of the
church and the walls
were just wooden
panelling.”
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North West Window

“There is a nun involved
on one side and a king on
the other on the stained
glass and I think that
could easily be a decider
giving the nuns of
Clerkenwell.”
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South East
Window
“A lady who was in the
choir and had a lot to do
with flower arranging;
there’s a treble clef
worked in and flowers all
round the edge and the
colours are brilliantly
bright compared to
some of the others.”
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The East Window
“The Last Supper behind the altar. We notice that
the only character that has not got a halo is Judas.”
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Florrie and Wendy Court

“When I was a child my mum and dad used to come here and the children
would sit in (St. John’s chapel). They had a room for children.
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I was confirmed here.”

The Mission School
F: “I’ve always lived in
Sittingbourne.
W: And you went to
school at the Mission
Room, which was
attached to St. Michael’s
church wasn’t it?
F: It was in those days.
It’s not there now.”
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The Organ
W: “We’ve got a beautiful organ,
and that’s another reason why I
would say what do you come
here for? Because we listen to
the lovely organ. That does
make a difference, doesn’t it?”
F: Yes, it does, yes. I like an
organ in church.
W: We can sit and listen to that
after the church service when
he’s finishing off and playing
and that is something.”
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The Lady Chapel
W: “When I worked at Hulburds
across the road, every Easter we
used to come over and have a
picture of the bride on the second
smaller altar over there and
because it’s got steps they used
to put the train up the steps……

My cousin’s daughter got married
here and we had a
thunderstorm…so they stood at
that altar there and they had all
these pictures taken …and
they’ve come out so beautifully
because you see its steps ….and
that lovely window behind them.”
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The East Window
W: ”I always remark about that window there and the empty
seat in the front. That empty seat is for us, isn’t it? Not many
people understand that, do they? There is all Jesus and the
other apostles there and one empty seat in the middle and
that is for us. That is for us to join them, isn’t it? “
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St. Michael’s Church, Sittingbourne
For more information please
visit our website at:
www.sittingbournesaints.uk
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